Abstract. We study the following nonlinear boundary value problem (*) ^£(xV(x)| p
Introduction
We consider the following nonlinear boundary value problem (1.1) ^¿(*V(*)rV(z)) + /(*,«(*)) = 0 < x < 1,
is related to the buckling of a nonlinear elastic bar with specific weight 70 immersed in a fluid with specific weight 71 that Tucsnak [1] has constructed in the case of where A is positive constant, g(x), G(x) are the given functions with some mechanical meaning, u(x) is the angle between tangent of the bar in the buckled state of point with curvilinear abscissa x and vertical axis Oy. Then, in case of g(x) being a constant, M(x,u') = M(u') depends only on u', monotonically increasing and sufficiently smooth, Tucsnak has studied the bifurcation of integral equations equivalent to (1.1),(1.2b),(1.3) depending on parameter A. We note that Equation (1.1) with 7 = 0, u'M(x,u') > Ci|u'| p , p > 1, C\ > 0 independent of x, had been considered by authors in [2] .
In [7] the authors have studied the problem (1.1), (1.2a) with p = 2, M(x,u') = x 7 tt', 7 > 0 and the following boundary condition at x = 1 where h > 0, g are given constants.
In [3] , [4] the authors have studied the following nonlinear differential equation
In this paper, we use the Galerkin and compactness method in appropriate Sobolev spaces with weight to prove the existence of a unique weak solution. We also study the asymptotic behavior of the solution Uh depending on h as h -* 0+. We also obtain that the function h h-> |tt/i(l)| is nonincreasing on (0,+00). The results obtained here relatively generalize the ones in [1] [2] [3] [4] , [6] [7] .
Preliminary results, notations, function spaces
Put fl = (0,1), we omit the definitions of usual function spaces: C m (i2), Z^(i2),# m (i2), W m *(/2). We denote by = L2J the class of all measurable functions u defined on J?, for which [8] .
In defining the function space W} f ' p {fi) with weight x y , we can also define W7' p (i?) as the completion of the space
with respect to the norm || • ||i, p ,7 (see Adams [8] ). The following imbedding inequality will be used in the sequence. The proofs of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 can be found in [6] . REMARK 2. We also note that
(See [8] , Lemma 5.40, p. 128).
On the other hand, by W^(e, 1) C°([e, 1]), 0 < e < 1, and
it follows that
Prom (2.12), (2.14) we deduce that 
Theorem of existence and uniqueness
We assume that p > 2. Put p' = ^y. We make the following assumptions: Suppose that
The weak solution of Problem (1.1)-(1.2) is obtained from the following variational problem.
Find uGV such that
where
Remark 3. By (2.15), the terms u(l) and u(l) appearing in (3.2) are defined for every u,v € V. We obtain (3.2) by formally multiplying both sides of (1.1) by x"*v and then integrating by parts when taking conditions (1.2) and (2.12).
Then we have the following theorem. Proof. Since V is separable there exists a sequence of linearly independent elements Wi,W2,-which is total in V. We find um in the form
where cmj satisfy the following nonlinear system of equations
By the Brouwer lemma (See [9] , Lemma 4.3, p.53), it follows from the hypotheses (Hi)-(Hs) that the system (3.5) has a solution um. Combining (3.7), (3.9), (3.10) we obtain (3-11) IMI l lP , 7 <C, where C is a constant independent of m. Prom (3.11), it follows that On the other hand, it follows from {Hz) and (3.11) that (3.13) W f(x,u m )\\{ pl < C 2 \\u' m r Pil + \\g4 p ; n < C, where C is a constant independent of m.
By means of (3.11), (3.12) and Lemma 2.2, the sequence {u m } has a subsequence still denoted by {u m } such that x in W' weakly.
Note that, the embedding W 1,p (e, 1) ^ C°([e,l]), 0 < e < 1 is compact. Then by (2.13), (3.12), {tt m } has a subsequence still denoted {u m } such that (3.17) tXm| [£l 
On the other hand, it follows from (Hi) and (3.15) that We shall need the following lemma, the proof of which can be found in [9] . 'f(x,u) we deduce from (3.13), (3.18) that   (3.19) x" 1^' f{x,u m ) x^'v'}{x,u) weakly in V'.
If we pass to the limit in the equation (3.5) we find without difficulty from (3.14), (3.16), (3.17), (3.19) 
Asymptotic behavior of the solution as h -• 0+
In this part, let (H-\)-{Hi) hold. The variational problem (3.2) according to Theorem 1 admits a unique solution u = Uh, h > 0. We shall study asymptotic behavior of the solution Uh as h -• 0+.
We make the following supplementary assumption on the function /.
(#5) There exists constant C3 > 0 such that
The following theorems are the generalization of the results in [7] . Proof, (i) First, we note that the constant C in the estimate (3.11) depend on h > 0. Hence, the weak limit Uh in V of the sequence {um} asm-» +00 is a unique solution of the problem (3.2) satisfying
where C is a constant independent of h. > 0. Then, we can prove, in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 1, that the weak limit UQ of the family {u/i} as h -• 0+ is an unique solution of the problem (3.2) corresponding to h = 0.
(ii) Now, let Uh (resp. uh>) be the solution of Problem (3.2) with the
Taking to = v in (4.2), then using (#5), (2.8) Hence, it follows from (4.4) that K-uolli^fCC^/tp-i).
Theorem 2 is proved completely. 
